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Space Perspective to fly people, payloads to edge of space; establishes its launch operations center at KSC
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By Angelica DeLuccia Morrissey
angelica@griffincg.com
Account Manager
Griffin Communications Group
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER — Space Perspective
has announced its plans to fly passengers and research
payloads to the edge of space with its Spaceship Neptune,
a high–performance balloon and pressurized capsule.
The human spaceflight company plans to launch from
the iconic Shuttle Landing Facility at NASA’s Kennedy
Space Center, with the first uncrewed test flight scheduled in early 2021 that will include a suite of research
payloads.
“We’re committed to fundamentally changing the way
people have access to space — both to perform much–
needed research to benefit life on Earth and to affect how
we view and connect with our planet,” said Jane Poynter,
Space Perspective founder and co–CEO. “Today, it is
more crucial than ever to see Earth as a planet, a
spaceship for all humanity and our global biosphere.”
The company has completed extensive international
market research and a new design built on more than
50 years of proven technology. Spaceship Neptune was
developed from the ground up for maximum safety,
accessibility, near zero–emissions and routine operations
around the world. The balloon measures the length of a
football stadium and the pressurized capsule is comfortable and spacious.
Flown by a pilot, Neptune takes up to eight passengers called “Explorers” on a six–hour journey to the edge
of space and safely back, where only 20 people have been
before. It will carry people and research payloads on a

The Brighter Future of

two–hour gentle ascent above 99% of the Earth’s
atmosphere to 100,000 feet, where it cruises above the
Earth for up to two hours allowing passengers to share
their experience via social media and with their fellow
Explorers. Neptune then makes a two–hour descent
under the balloon and splashes down, where a ship
retrieves the passengers, the capsule, and the balloon.
Neptune’s commercial human spaceflight launches are
regulated by the FAA Office of Commercial Spaceflight.
“Following the return of human spaceflight from U.S.
soil just a few weeks ago, people have never been more
excited about space travel,” said Taber MacCallum,
Space Perspective founder and co–CEO. “Few endeavors
are more meaningful than enabling people to experience
the inspiring perspective of our home planet in space for
the betterment of all, and that’s what we are accomplishing with Space Perspective.”
l Opening the first research and education laboratory
at the edge of space
Science and education are also core to Space
Perspective’s mission, and the company is working with
researchers, educators and students from academic
institutions and organizations. Payloads are already
being manifested to fly on the first test flight in 2021.
Neptune is suited for research areas of interest including:
l Atmospheric science that could shed light on Earth’s
climate and air systems
l Astro– and solar–physics to illuminate understanding of the universe
l Astrobiology to explore the limits of life on the
planet and beyond
Space for Humanity, a nonprofit, has chosen Space
Perspective as a preferred partner for their Citizen
Astronaut Program and scientific research.
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“Space for Humanity is cultivating a movement to
expand access to space for all of humanity, and this
partnership represents a big leap in making that
happen,” said Dylan Taylor, founder of Space for
Humanity and CEO of Voyager Space Holdings. “We are
excited about the possibilities this partnership opens up
for us, and what it means for all the participants that will
be able to view our home planet from the edge of space.”
l Homebase at KSC
Space Perspective has signed a lease agreement with
Space Florida, the state’s aerospace and spaceport
development authority, to locate its first Operations
Center at the Midline Building at the Launch and
Landing Facility (LLF), formerly known as the Shuttle
Landing Facility (SLF). Space Florida currently operates
and manages the LLF and accompanying facilities under
a 30–year property agreement with NASA.
“Space Perspective is bringing a fundamentally new
capability to the Cape, which will enhance the offering we
have in Florida for space–related research and tourism,”
said Space Florida President and CEO Frank DiBello.
“Its presence here in Florida creates not just job and
supply chain opportunities, but opportunities for civilian
astronauts to experience this planet Earth from the Edge
of Space, a privilege previously available to only a few. Its
selection of our state marks a new era of spaceflight for
Florida!”
Space Perspective and NASA have entered into a
Space Act Agreement under which NASA may provide
uniquely capable services available at KSC to Space
Perspective on a reimbursable basis.
In addition to launching from KSC, Space Perspective
will launch from Cecil Spaceport in Florida, and is
planning to have future launch sites around the world,
including Alaska, Hawaii and several international
spaceports.
l Leadership with decades of high–performance
balloon experience
The company’s leadership and crew members have
led, developed or operated all human balloon flights to
the edge of space in the past 50 years. The serial entrepreneurs Poynter and MacCallum cofounded World View
Enterprises with its innovative balloon–based Stratollite
for remote sensing, and Paragon Space Development
Corp., a human spaceflight technology firm. They were
also part of the team that designed the air, food and
water systems for Biosphere 2 in the early 1990s and
were on the first two–year mission inside. MacCallum is
chairman of the Commercial Spaceflight Federation and
was chief technology and safety officer for StratEx, a
project that launched Google Executive Alan Eustace to
136,000 feet under a balloon and returned him safely
under parachute to earth, breaking the Stratos Spacedive
record in 2014. Eustace is a Space Perspective board
member. Kirby Harris with Base Ventures, a Silicon
Valley Venture Capital firm and Space Perspective lead
investor, also serves on the board.
Jeff Hoffman, a former astronaut, will serve as senior
technical advisor.
l About Space Perspective
Space Perspective is a human spaceflight company
committed to fundamentally changing people’s view and
perception of Earth. Using a high–performance balloon
and pressurized capsule technology that gently travels to
and from the edge of space over a six–hour period, the
spacecraft offers opportunities for groundbreaking
research and life–changing travel experiences for world
explorers.
For more information, visit TheSpacePerspective.com.
Follow Space Perspective on social media for updates,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook and YouTube.
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The world is fast changing — and I’m ready to progress and evolve with it
By Lillian M. Hernández Caraballo
UCF Forum columnist
University of Central Florida
“What a long year this week has been,” someone I know
posted to Facebook.
I’m guessing she had an exhausting day. One so
draining that she felt as if she had given more time than
she had available to give in a single day.
She is not alone.
Many people have expressed how emotionally spent
they feel lately. Some say they feel hopeless. Even memes
have grown rather dark, as each day we wait for the next
bout of disastrous events to be announced. A lot of us check
our social media and phone news apps just to see “what
now.” However, if you’re a first responder, public servant or
a journalist, you don’t get to just ignore these things.
The events of the year 2020 will be taught in history
classes, no doubt. It kicked off with heightened world
tensions, colossal wildfires, and devastating earthquakes,
and has moved on to a pandemic, civil unrest and demonstrations. This may be the largest human–rights movement in history. The aid and solidarity have been inspiring, the deaths and violence have been heartbreaking, and
the entire experience has been taxing. Oh, and there’s a
21,000–ton oil spill in Russia that recently occurred above
the Arctic Circle.
So, yeah … If you’ve made it this far, congratulations.
You may just get to participate in the 2020 U.S. presiden-
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tial election, which has polarized most voters.
All of this has been enough to get some of us to take
extreme measures. Whether you chose to disconnect from
social media or mask up to join a protest, whether you are
working from home in your pajamas or lost your job and
are wondering how you’ll make your next rent payment,
our lives are changing. The world is changing.
And I don’t have much to say about it or have comforting words, solutions or meaning. I’m just trying to digest it
all, the same as everyone else.
Some say it’s a matter of cosmic balance. Others talk of
doom and the apocalypse. Many see these events as
inevitable results of decades, even centuries, of ignoring
systemic national and global issues. For others it’s just
nature, a natural order of things; not a grand master plan
but a reason.
Whichever belief system you subscribe to, you’re
probably like a lot of us filled with a certain level of
uncertainty. Will we restore back to normal, or will there
exist a new “normal” after all this? Is there a power shift?
If so, is that necessarily a bad thing, or is that OK?
These are deep questions, and these issues are not

monolithic. They require analysis, philosophical and
intellectual dialogue that is nuanced and well–informed.
But I do know one thing: Everything ends. Everything
dies. And this, too, shall pass.
When it does, whatever happens is our next chapter.
How we rebuild will be up to us. I would suggest perhaps a
willingness to strip ourselves of any preconceived notions,
maybe learn to embrace whatever vision others have of a
right, just and safe world.
Whatever happens, it’s happening now, and it will
happen with or without us. We might as well try to be part
of it, to influence it. Whatever it is, we’re going to have to
figure this one out together.
For now, be kind. Be open. Let’s progress. I’m ready to
evolve.
Lillian M. Hernández Caraballo is a junior planning
to graduate in 2021 with a bachelor of arts in
journalism and minors in writing and rhetoric and
Latin American studies. She can be reached at
Lillian.Hernandez.C@knights.UCF.edu.

Florida Attorney General Moody asks Floridians to immediately
report any child porn Zoombombing to local law enforcement
Attorney General Ashley Moody is working with Florida sheriffs, police chiefs and university police to stop child porn
Zoombombing.
Zoombombing occurs when hackers hijack internet video conferences, like those offered by the fast–growing platform
Zoom. These hackers often present inappropriate, offensive material or otherwise disrupt video conferences.
Recent reports indicate that hackers are crashing online meetings with child pornography. After learning of this
criminal activity, Moody began working with local law enforcement to thwart the offensive conduct and ensure local, state
and federal law enforcement are coordinated in their efforts.
Moody said, “It’s heartbreaking that anyone would exploit children in this manner, but child pornography is pervasive
online. It’s disgusting and illegal. When hackers hijack meetings and force participants to view these disturbing images,
we must ensure we have an immediate, aggressive and coordinated law enforcement response. That is why I am working
with our great law enforcement agencies to track down Zoombombers and hold them accountable for the victimization of
our children.”
Anyone experiencing Zoombombing with illegal images, or receiving child pornography by other means, should
immediately report the crime to local law enforcement. To report child abuse, Floridians can also call the state child
abuse hotline at (800) 962–2873.
Earlier this year, Moody issued a Consumer Alert to inform Floridians about steps they can take to prevent online
meetings being hijacked. To increase privacy and guard against Zoombombing:
l Create separate passwords for each virtual meeting;
l Establish a Zoom waiting room for meeting participants;
l Lock down the meeting once everyone invited to attend has joined; and
l Do not publicly post meeting links on social media or any other public forum.
Zoom also offers privacy settings to provide hosts an additional layer of protection. To enable these extra security
features, hosts should click on the settings menu, scroll to Screen Sharing, find Who Can Share? then click on Host Only.
Finally, the user should save the changes.

Brevard Sheriff candidate Alton Edmond questions the timing of
Brevard Sheriff incumbent Wayne Ivey’s youth violence task force
At a recent press conference, Brevard County Sheriff candidate Alton Edmond responded to an announcement of a
new youth violence task force.
“It is about time that Sheriff Wayne Ivey heeded the call to tackle youth crime in Brevard County. During his tenure
as sheriff, we have seen dozens of shootings across the county, gun violence and homicides involving youth stretching
from Walmart in Merritt Island to people being gunned down in West Cocoa.”
“This is nothing new, with the exception of the sheriff finally joining the discussion to recognizing the problem we have
on the Space Coast,” added Edmond, a successful criminal defense attorney in Cocoa whose campaign is championing
new leadership that will bring transparency, accountability, and civility to the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office.”
Edmond continued, “What we need is a fresh vision, not an election year stopgap aimed at stroking Ivey’s ego. We
need a cogent, cohesive strategy that involves all members of the community in an open dialogue. Secret campaign
meetings won’t do. The solution to the youth violence issue is to pay attention to it in the first place. It’s time for a
change.”
For more information, call Kiara Colon–Torres, campaign manager, at (813) 400–0612 or email
kiara@altonforsheriff.com.
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2019 FLORIDA NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT
DOCUMENT# N36299
Entity Name: THE COCOA BEACH AREA HOTEL AND MOTEL ASSOCIATION,
INC.

FILED
Feb 07, 2019
Secretary of State
0275169506CC

Current Principal Place of Business:

File photo

976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955

Timothy Michaud

Current Mailing Address:
976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
FEI Number: 59-3048626

Certificate of Status Desired: No

Name and Address of Current Registered Agent:
MICHAUD, TIMOTHY
1300 N ATLANTIC AVE
COCOA BEACH, FL 32931 US

Page 1 of 1

‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Department there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’
John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

The above named entity submits this statement for the purpose of changing its registered office or registered agent, or both, in the State of Florida.

SIGNATURE: TIMOTHY MICHAUD

02/07/2019
Date

Electronic Signature of Registered Agent

Officer/Director Detail :
Title

S

Name

NORONHA, DENZIL

Address

5575 N ATLANTIC AVE

City-State-Zip:

COCOA BEACH FL 32931

Title

DP

Name

WILLIAMSON, TOM

Address

3425 N ATLANTIC AVENUE

City-State-Zip:

COCOA BEACH FL 32931

Brevard Business News
Title

T

NameBusinessGALZERANO,
CRISTY
Brevard
News [BrevardBusinessNews@earthlink.net]

From:

Address

2080 N ATLANTIC AVE

Sent:

Tuesday, February 23, 2016 12:55 PM

To:

Mr. Christopher Loyd

Cc:

Bill Roth (Brevard Business News)

Subject:

01 RE: July 5, 2015 Call

0 black spots
City-State-Zip:

COCOA BEACH FL 32931

Attachments: July 5, 2015 Call from (321) 271-6029.pdf
February 23, 2016 — Tuesday
Christopher Loyd
714 Orange Street
Titusville, FL 32796
Dear Mr. Loyd,
With reference to the attachment titled, “July 5, 2015 Call from (321) 271-6029”: At 7:14 p.m. on July 5,
2015, a 10–minute incoming call was place by (321) 271–6029 and received at (321) 591–7964.
Would you please provide Brevard Business News with your recollection of that 10–minute call?

Thank you,
Bill Roth
Special Projects Editor
Brevard Business News, Inc.
(321) 951–7777
SIGNATURE: TOM WILLIAMSON
DIRECTOR
BrevardBusinessNews.com
Electronic Signature of Signing BrevardBusinessNews@earthlink.net
Officer/Director Detail
4300 Fortune Place Suite D
West Melbourne, FL 32904

I hereby certify that the information indicated on this report or supplemental report is true and accurate and that my electronic signature shall have the same legal effect as if made under
oath; that I am an officer or director of the corporation or the receiver or trustee empowered to execute this report as required by Chapter 617, Florida Statutes; and that my name appears
above, or on an attachment with all other like empowered.

02/07/2019

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’
Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith
to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

Date

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

IS THE EIGHTEENTH CIRCUIT AN ONGOING CRIMINAL ENTERPRISE?
BBN NOTE: John M. Stewart — a partner at Rossway Swan — is a past president of the 107,000 member The Florida Bar.

BBN 3827 PAGE 5
To Be Continued ...
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‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’
Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd
at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015
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In–person meetings still matter — here’s how to hold one in coronavirus era, as detailed by innovative CEO
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By Howard Tiersky
Remote meetings have kept business going during the
pandemic. But frankly, Zoom has its limits. As companies
open back up, leaders are realizing that face–to–face
meetings could really be beneficial, as long as those faces
are at least six–feet apart!
Remote work may be the new normal, but there are
also times when getting everyone together in the same
room is extremely valuable. Periodic in–person meetings–
where you are thinking, strategizing, and innovating in
physical proximity, make daily remote work far more
effective.
For instance:
l When you’re kicking off a complex project or in other
circumstances where you need to build strong relationships. There’s a sense of connection and empathy that just
can’t happen over video. Relationships are always the key
to long–term business success, so from time to time, teams
must meet in person.
l When you’re tackling tricky or complex problems.
Being able to whiteboard together in person is still far
better than via the web.
l When meetings need to be long. It can be very
fatiguing to remain on a conferencing platform for full–
day, or even half–day, sessions. In–person meetings are far
more natural and productive.
l When you need to move very quickly (with fewer
misunderstandings). Team members are more likely to
fully engage and deal with issues in real time.
l When you need people to brainstorm. Idea–sharing is
faster and clearer. People don’t have to wait to talk but can
just jump in, and it creates a different kind of synergy (one

idea building off the other).
l When you need people to be fully engaged. Let’s face
it; while on Zoom, it’s just too easy to turn off your video
and throw in a load of laundry or even take the dog out for
a walk!
As lockdown requirements start to be relaxed a bit,
businesses can start to consider where it makes sense to
explore bringing teams together in person. However, it
needs to be done in a way that takes social distancing and
other transmission prevention practices into account.
There’s a growing demand for meeting space designed with
social distancing in mind.
That can be very challenging for a number of reasons:
l Traditional corporate conference rooms aren’t
particularly COVID–safe. A room designed for twelve
people to sit around a fixed table may hold only three or
four people when seats are spaced six–feet apart. Space
across many conference tables is less than six feet, so
meeting attendees cannot sit across from one another
safely.
l Walls behind seats in most conference rooms are often
only a few feet back. This means once the room is occupied,
safe exit can only be done starting with those closest to the
door. What if someone needs to go to the bathroom mid–
meeting? Everyone between that person and the door
would also have to leave the room to maintain the six–foot
social distancing zone.
l Most masks block half the face from view. It can be
difficult to hear clearly, interpret facial expressions, and
sometimes even identify people.
l Conference rooms are often used by team after team,
and yet we’re told the virus can live on surfaces for a period
of time. Most companies aren’t staffed to disinfect rooms
after each meeting. Furthermore, many surfaces used in
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corporate environments, such as upholstery and carpeting,
are porous and therefore sub–optimal for rapid disinfection.
I run a meeting facility in midtown Manhattan, right at
the epicenter of the U.S. pandemic. Preparing for reopening has been challenging. However, in response to increased demands requesting COVID–safe meeting spaces,
we have come up with a suite of approaches and services
that we believe solve many of these obstacles. This allows
companies to come to our facility and hold a meeting while
maintaining social distancing.
Innovation Loft has reconfigured its 6,000–square–foot
space to follow OSHA guidelines and has implemented a
range of recommended prevention strategies designed to
reduce transmission. Yet at the same time, it has retained
all of the amenities, technologies, and comforts that keep
people in the right frame of mind to connect, create, and
collaborate.
Here are some guidelines I followed as we converted the
facility into a social distancing meeting space. You may
want to keep them in mind as you seek solutions for your
own in–person meetings:
ENABLING SOCIAL DISTANCING
l Avoid elevators.
Elevators present a huge challenge for social distancing.
I’m fortunate that my facility is on the second floor and has
two stairways from the lobby, allowing rapid entry without
the close proximity of elevators.
l Make sure there’s plenty of space.
The Innovation Loft, with its 6,000 square feet of open–
floor plan, normally houses groups of up to 120 people. I’ve
reconfigured it for groups up to 30 using an innovative
social distancing layout. Each participant has a seat
spaced over six feet from any other. But it’s more than just
sitting in one place. We’ve created a “racetrack” walking
path on the outside perimeter of our large space, which is
used in only one direction and is six feet back from the
seating area. In this way, participants can go to their seats
without coming close to others, and can exit at any time
without coming near other seated participants.
l Be sure food is delivered safely.
Buffets are a common way to serve food and beverage
at meeting facilities, but they are out of the question while
we are living under pandemic conditions. The Innovation
Loft allows participants to text attendants when they want
a drink or snack. Items are brought to each person’s
station by a masked attendant and left on that
participant’s personal service table, six feet behind their
seat (similar to an Instacart delivery). After the attendant
withdraws, the participant can retrieve their food while
still observing social distancing.
l Leverage technology to avoid accidental closeness.
Even with all this protection, participants may accidentally forget social distancing and approach one another.
The Innovation Loft issues each participant a proximity
detector–powered by social distancing app Social Safety
that buzzes when someone comes within (approximately)
six feet of another person to remind them to keep their
distance.
REDUCING GERMS IN THE ENVIRONMENT
l Insist on fever check on entry.
We have contactless equipment for our clients, and any
participants with a fever are asked to head home.
l Be vigilant about disinfecting.
Any facility used for meetings needs to be disinfected
vigorously between every session. At The Innovation Loft,
meetings are typically half– or full–day sessions, so it
means needing to thoroughly disinfect only once or twice a
day. The Innovation Loft has hardwood floors (not carpet),
Please see In–person Meetings, page 7
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Instant Teams announces financing to scale remote work platform, bring military spouses into workforce
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Margaret Roth
margaret@squadra.vc
Director of Portfolio Operations
Squadra Ventures
BALTIMORE, Md. — Instant Teams, a remote workforce supplier and management platform, has announced a
$1.5 million round of financing led by Squadra Ventures.
The investment will be used to fund the continued expansion of the Instant Teams’ supplied remote team members
in corporate customer success, marketing, technology, and
administrative functions and for further development of its
proprietary remote workforce management platform.
“With the ability to rapidly spin up teams of pre–vetted,
skilled professionals on–demand and integrate them into a
customer team, Instant Teams has raised the bar for what
executives should expect from their outsourced solutions,”
said Guy Filippelli, Squadra Ventures managing partner.
“What Liza and Erica have accomplished over the last
three years has radically changed the access to and
availability of professional opportunities for the 24 percent
of active–duty military spouses who are unemployed. This
is the kind of impact that changes lives, and we are all in.”
CEO Liza Rodewald and Chief Operating Officer Erica
McMannes met in 2014 while stationed in Virginia. As

military spouses and entrepreneurs they saw the potential
value of the underutilized and underemployed community
around them. They knew spouses were waiting to be
activated.
With more than 125 percent year–over–year growth
since 2017, Instant Teams is set to transform how business
leaders find and manage remote talent.
“Last year our remote team members contributed
40,000 hours of work to over 40 customers,” said Rodewald.
“We worked with massive corporations needing heightened
support on two–week timelines to medium–sized businesses needing ongoing customer success resources. Today
we have 8000 Instant Teams certified remote team
members ready for roles. For us, that’s what’s driving the
future of work.”
Instant Teams’ remote workforce management
platform Arti enables hiring managers and executives to
define required talent needs and timelines, and matches
pre–qualified, native English–speaking team members to
the project.
With Arti, Instant Teams works with companies to
efficiently define their hiring requirements, instantly
source top candidates from a unique military–connected
workforce, quickly and easily onboard, manage, and retain
flexible teams.
Along with market expansion and product develop-

ment, Instant Teams will use the investment to bring their
technology team in–house, add new executive leadership,
and scale their sales outreach process. Squadra Ventures’
Filippelli will join the Instant Teams board.
l About Instant Teams
Instant Teams utilizes Arti, a proprietary remote team
software, to build and manage teams of highly skilled
military spouses, a previously untapped resource. Instant
Teams works with companies in diverse sectors such as
cybersecurity, health care, and travel to efficiently source,
hire, onboard, manage, and retain a strong workforce,
providing flexibility and opportunity for both customers
and team members.
l About Squadra Ventures
Squadra Ventures is an early stage venture capital firm
led by founder–operators that invests in industry–agnostic
enterprise software companies located in the Mid–Atlantic
and emerging technology hubs. By applying significant
resources beyond the check, the company is building a
growth engine for early stage startups, working hand–in–
hand with entrepreneurs to help portfolio companies win
and leave a lasting positive impact on the world.

In–person Meetings
Continued from page 6
and they are disinfected each night, as are all hard
surfaces. Seats have disinfectable surfaces (no plush fabric)
and are also disinfected each night. All surfaces are also
wiped down with strong disinfectant between every
meeting. Lastly, during the course of the day, attendants,
who remain six feet away from participants, use UV wands
to add additional disinfection to surfaces.
l Be careful about infected air.
Many studies have shown that viruses can be carried by
HVAC systems throughout a facility. The Innovation Loft
is installing a UV irradiator in its air conditioning system
to reduce this. The facility’s heat is provided by a hot water
boiler system that does not circulate the air.
l Account for the “shoe problem.”
Scientists warn that one–way disease can be spread
around a facility is through shoes that can track virus in
from outside. Participants are given two options to avoid
this: They are given a bag to place their shoes in on entry if
they wish to go shoeless, or shoe “booties” can be used to
cover the shoes to avoid any germs being tracked onto the
floor.
l In general, make sure the space is in full compliance
with new OSHA guidelines.
The Innovation Loft has been scrupulous about making
sure every detail is in compliance, and of course, we go far
beyond those requirements.
ENABLING OUTSTANDING COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS, DESPITE THE CIRCUMSTANCES
l Provide see–through masks for participants.
Masks are a common tool to reduce disease transmission, but regrettably, they also reduce communications.
Non–verbal cues, including smiles and other facial
expressions, go a long way toward building trust and
creating strong relationships. I’m providing all participants
in meetings at the Innovation Loft the option to use clear
face masks, which enable their expressions to be easily
seen.
l Maximize audio amplification.
While you can typically hear a fellow meeting attendee
who is speaking six feet away, if you have a meeting of
JULY 6, 2020

more than four or five people, the math starts to indicate
that some of your colleagues may be over 20 feet away.
That’s a long way to be heard when speaking in a normal
voice. We provide microphones at each seat so participants’
voices are subtly amplified and therefore can be heard by
everyone in the meeting.
l Make whiteboarding easy and effective.
Being able to draw on whiteboards is a classic and
highly useful collaboration technique during meetings.
One is provided behind each participant’s seat. If a
participant is sharing their whiteboard thinking with the
whole room, a camera is used to put their whiteboard
content up on screens around the room, similar to how one
might share a computer screen.
Yes, it’s more challenging to host an in–person meeting
now, but it is possible to do so and still follow social
distancing guidelines. Online meetings are great, but
there’s nothing like getting together in the same physical
space. Business is still a human activity, and there are
times we need that human connection without a computer
screen between us.
Bottom line? The increasing demand for COVID–safer
meeting spaces reflects our realization that business is all
about connections, and connections happen best in person.
l About Howard Tiersky
Howard Tiersky is CEO of FROM. His company has
helped develop innovative new products for a wide range of
companies ranging from Amazon to Verizon and also
including brands such as Sesame Workshop, A&E, NBC,
The Shubert Organization, Avis, and some of the largest
banks and sports leagues in the world. He is the author of
a best–selling book and has been named by IDG as one of
the “Top 10 Digital Transformation Influencers to Follow
Today.”
l About The Innovation Loft
The Innovation Loft (InnovationLoft.com) is
Manhattan’s most inspiring corporate offsite facility.
Bright and airy, with high ceilings and hardwood floors, it
is located in Chelsea, convenient to Penn Station. Learn
more about how we support safer meetings at http://
innovationloft.com/safermeetings.
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GrowFL accepting application for Business Growth Program, deadline set July 31; helped Bell Performance
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By Hannah Metevia
hannah@growfl.com
Programming and Communications Manager
GrowFL
ORLANDO — GrowFL is accepting applications for
their Business Growth Program featuring the System
for Integrated GrowthSM protocol.
Applications are open now through July 31, 2020.
Designed for companies with an appetite and aptitude
for growth, GrowFL’s Business Growth program can
provide expertise for continued success.
One of GrowFL’s success stories, Bell Performance,
recently participated in GrowFL’s Business Growth
program. Since 1909, Bell Performance has been
committed to finding new and innovative solutions to
treat the problems that fuels exhibit, which include
removing unwanted water, adding lubricity or increasing power.
Based in Seminole County, their mission is to provide
outstanding products, superior service and global

REAL ESTATE

opportunities which benefit their employees, their
customers and the world.
Glenn Williams began working at Bell Performance
when their missions of positively impacting the world
around them aligned.
“I wanted to go someplace where I could make a
difference, and Disney was just too big for that,” he said.
“Bell said they would get me working at a position where
I could make a difference. I started in the warehouse
and didn’t know what difference I could make there. I
came home every day dirty and exhausted, but I learned
what goes into the production of our products. It’s very
easy for salespeople to take for granted that when they
sell something it’s just going to be available.”
As his career unfolded, Williams worked his way up
the ladder from working in the warehouse to now,
president of the company. Under his leadership, Bell
Performance had plans to launch a new service division
and Williams sought assistance from GrowFL to do so.
“The insights and work to help our team provided by
FloridaMakes and GrowFL through the GrowFL
Business Growth program helped make the venture

4401 Fortune Place
$
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successful,” Williams said.
“We’re adding more jobs and expanding the reach of
the service division as we continue to work with
GrowFL. It’s a difference of night and day. If we didn’t
have GrowFL working alongside us, we wouldn’t be in
nearly the good position we are right now. It would have
taken a lot longer to figure out the pieces of this puzzle.”
To other entrepreneurs, he says to focus on solving
your customer’s problem first. “Don’t get caught up in
what you’re selling,” Williams said. “You have to get
connected to your customers and learn their story. You
can have the best product or service, but if you can’t
connect with customers and win them over by attentively listening to them and providing value, then you’ll
spin your wheels. It all starts with the customer or end
user.”
As the only statewide organization focused exclusively on second–stage companies, GrowFL’s programs
and resources are designed to help Florida businesses
capitalize on next level growth opportunities. GrowFL
was founded in 2009 and since that time has worked
with nearly 2,000 companies through the Business
Growth Program and the annual GrowFL Florida
Companies to Watch awards program. According to a
recent Florida Tax Watch report, GrowFL has an
opportunity to assist second–stage companies create
more than 43,000 private sector, non–farm jobs statewide, with an average annual salary over $90,000. With
the current needs of companies to identify new markets
and continue their growth plans, the GrowFL Business
Growth program is uniquely positioned to help companies achieve their growth goals.
To apply for GrowFL’s Business Growth Program,
visit https://growfl3.systemforintegratedgrowth.org.
More information about GrowFL visit: https://
www.growfl.com/business–growth–program/sig.
l About FloridaMakes
FloridaMakes is a statewide, industry–led public–
private partnership with the sole mission of strengthening and advancing Florida’s economy by improving the
productivity and technological performance of its
manufacturing sector, with an emphasis on small– and
medium–sized firms. It accomplishes this by providing
services focused on three principle value streams:
technology adoption, talent development, and business
growth.
Its web address is www.floridamakes.com.
l About Bell Performance
Bell Performance manufactures quality treatments
for ethanol, gasoline, diesel, fuel oil and power plant
fuels (heavy fuel oil and coal) that solve problems and
give users outstanding value and return on their
investment. Bell Performance exports products to more
than 16 countries worldwide, as well as shipping directly
from its Longwood manufacturing facility to anywhere
in the United States. Its web address is https://
www.bellperformance.com.
l About GrowFL
GrowFL is dedicated to support and accelerate the
growth of second–stage companies throughout Florida,
by providing their leaders focused, efficient, and timely
access to resources they deem important, such as
connections with other second–stage company leaders,
and to professional organizations whose expertise,
experience, and products lead to the second–stage
company’s continued growth and prosperity resulting in
diversification and growth of Florida’s economy. Second–
stage growth companies have at least 10 employees and
a $1 million in revenue and possess an intent and desire
to grow beyond second–stage.
Its web address is www.growfl.com.
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upgrades allow its users to create account, personalize experience
By Lisa Harrison
lisa.harrison@marinemax.com
MarineMax
CLEARWATER June 16, 2020 — MarineMax has been
driving the marine industry forward for over a quarter–
century, leading the charge into the digital world.
The company recently announced website enhancements that include allowing users to create an account to
personalize their shopping experience. Users can now
create a profile, set website preferences, save favorite boats
and yachts, and access a pre–filtered “similar boats”
section. With more new features planned to roll out this
summer, the MarineMax website is something to keep an
eye on.
Brett McGill, president and CEO of MarineMax Inc.,
said, “Our mission has always been to provide the world’s
best pleasure boating experience on the water, in our
stores and online. And to truly provide the best experience,
we continue to look to the future and plan for the changing
tides.”
The roots of MarineMax date back 40 years when a
group of America’s leading boat retailers, decided the
boating industry needed change. By uniting companies,
they leveraged the efficiency of operations while sharing
best practices on everything from insurance to mobile
boat–servicing. It allowed team members to focus the most
important thing, getting customers out on the water.
MarineMax pioneered the “online boat show” experience, hosting seven virtual events over the past few years.
Features such as live online chat and options to place a
boat on hold have become standard practice on the
MarineMax websites. And with the purchase of the
Boatyard digital platform and development of the
MarineMax app, customers can interact with their
dealership 24/7 via their mobile phone.
The latest rollout includes an option for customers to
create a profile on MarineMax.com and personalize their
experience even further. The app and website are synched
together by the use of a single login feature to make it even
easier for boaters to transition from shopper to owner.
McGill said “as MarineMax continues to leverage its
investments in technology, the addition of Boatyard and

our website enhancements are a key focus for the organization. MarineMax’s digital experiences are business growth
accelerators in our evolving strategy to enhance and
further transform the boating experience.”
Once again, MarineMax is changing the way customers
experience boating with the evolution and implementation
of new technologies to keep customers, team members,
business partners, and communities connected to the
boating lifestyle. The entire boat shopping experience can
now be completed without stepping foot into a dealership.
By using digital resources to virtually walk through a boat,
securely document the transaction and obtain signatures,
coordinate spot deliveries, and set up online boat orientations, a new owner can take delivery and be on the water
in no time.
McGill said, “Our leading digital capabilities have
advanced our capability to connect with customers and sell
in new ways. Reaction from our clients and the industry
has assured that we’re on the right heading. Lead traffic
and financial results have exceeded our expectations, and
our digital business will remain a strategic growth focus.”
With the positive response received from MarineMax’s
evolution of the customer experience, more is on the way.
MarineMax continues to look at how existing and new
technology can be leveraged to improve the boating
lifestyle and how customers find the boat of their dreams,
complete the purchase, and take it home — online, in–
store, or any combination of the two.
l About MarineMax
Headquartered in Clearwater, MarineMax is the
nation’s largest recreational boat and yacht retailer.
Focused on premium brands, such as Sea Ray, Boston
Whaler, Hatteras, Azimut Yachts, Benetti, MasterCraft
and MJM Yachts, MarineMax sells new and used recreational boats and related marine products and services as
well as provides yacht brokerage and charter services.
MarineMax also owns Fraser Yachts Group, a leading
super–yacht brokerage and luxury yacht–services company with operations in multiple countries. MarineMax
currently has 59 retail locations in Alabama, Connecticut,
Florida, Georgia and Maryland, among other states.
MarineMax is a New York Stock Exchange–listed company.
For more information, visit www.marinemax.com.
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The Brevard Zoo completes its largest living shoreline build yet;
conservation project jointly funded by two organizations in region
June 11, 2020 — Brevard Zoo’s Restore Our Shores (ROS) team recently completed its largest living shoreline build to
date. This conservation project, which took several weeks to complete, was jointly funded by the Indian River Lagoon
National Estuary Program and Brevard County’s Save Our Indian River Lagoon Project Plan.
The living shoreline was built across three different conservation properties along the Indian River Lagoon in
Melbourne Beach that are managed by Brevard County’s Environmentally Endangered Lands (EEL) program.
A total of 965 feet in length, the project incorporated 17,000 live oysters (raised by the Brevard Zoo’s oyster gardening
volunteers) in mesh bags and over 3,700 individual plants representing 15 species (including seagrass and all three of the
area’s native mangrove species).
“Although the current pandemic has affected many aspects of our world, nature never stops,” said Jody Palmer, the
Brevard Zoo’s director of conservation. “We were fortunate to be able to complete this project on schedule by utilizing
social distancing techniques for the safety of our staff.”
The living shoreline site will be monitored by ROS and EEL staff for at least three years. Researchers from University
of Central Florida’s Coastal and Estuarine Ecology Lab will also monitor the oysters for several years. Brevard Zoo staff
will use their findings to refine installation techniques for future projects.
A living shoreline refers to the use of oyster reefs, vegetation and other organic features to improve water quality,
control erosion and reduce wave energy in the lagoon. These areas also provide habitat and nesting for many native
species of birds, fish, crabs and shrimp. More information is available at www.restoreourshores.org/living–shoreline.
Brevard Zoo is home to more than 900 animals representing 195 species from all over the world. As a not–for–profit
organization, it is a leader in the fields of animal wellness, education and conservation. More information is available at
www.brevardzoo.org.
JULY 6, 2020
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By Katherine Betta
betta.katherine@flsenate.gov
The Florida Senate
TALLAHASSEE — Florida Senate
President Bill Galvano (R–Bradenton) has
announced the appointment of former
Senate President (2012–2014) Don Gaetz
(R–Niceville) to the Florida Commission on
Ethics.
Gaetz is appointed for a term beginning
July 1, 2020, and ending June 30, 2022.
“For President Gaetz, raising the ethical
standards applied to those in public office is
a lifelong commitment. During his decade
of service in the Florida Senate, President
Gaetz authored numerous pieces of
transformational ethics reform legislation
that strengthened Florida’s laws to ensure
public officials at all levels of government
are held accountable to the people they
represent,” said Galvano.
“President Gaetz also spearheaded
reforms that strengthened ethical standards within Florida’s Legislature,
implementing lobbyist compensation
audits and formalizing residency requirements for lawmakers,” continued Galvano.
“In 2018, Florida voters overwhelmingly
approved an amendment authored by
President Gaetz, which cements several
significant reform measures as part of our
State Constitution. I am honored to

J
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appoint President Gaetz to represent the
Florida Senate in this important role.”
“It is the capstone of my public life to
represent the Senate on the Ethics
Commission,” said Gaetz. “I look forward to
playing a part as our state implements the
high ethical standards voters have added to
our Constitution. I won’t be satisfied, and
neither should our citizens, until Florida is
known as having the nation’s most honest
and most transparent government from
city hall to the court house to the state
house.”
For more than 30 years, Gaetz has
dedicated his life to expanding Floridians’
access to quality health–care services as a
hospital administrator and cofounder of a
Florida–based national company providing
hospice care in 23 states.
After success in the private sector, he
devoted his talents and time to public
service. As a school board member and
later as superintendent, he led Okaloosa
County to become the highest performing
public–school system in Florida, winning
numerous national awards for academic
excellence.
First elected to the Senate in 2006, and
re–elected subsequently, in 2012 he was
unanimously elected by his colleagues to
serve a two–year term as president of the
Florida Senate. Gaetz used his time
leading the Senate to champion expanding
economic opportunities through education,
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increasing government accountability
through major ethics reforms, and making
Florida the most military and veteran–
friendly state in the nation.
Appointed to the Constitution Revision
Commission in 2017 by former Senate
President Joe Negron (R–Stuart), Gaetz
sponsored an amendment, later approved
by Florida voters, to expand restrictions on
lobbying and abuse of office by public
officers.
Ethics Reform Initiatives Led by Gaetz
l Senate Bill 2 (2013) places elected
officials’ financial disclosures online,
provides the Commission on Ethics more
authority including the ability to garnish
the public and private salaries of officials
who fail to pay fines for ethics and elections
violations, requires state officers to abstain
from voting on matters that benefit them
directly, requires ethics training for
constitutional officers, places greater
restrictions on public employment while in
office, and prohibits officials from accepting
gifts from political committees.
The law provides for the filing of ethics
complaints all the way up to the day of an
election, previously prohibited within the
five days preceding an election, but
requires that complaints filed within 30
days of an election be based on actual
knowledge of a violation, not hearsay, to
stop the filing of frivolous politically–
motivated complaints. The law also
prohibits a former legislator from lobbying
an executive branch agency, agency official,
or employee for a period of two years after
leaving office.
l Senate Bill 4 (2013) allows the Ethics
Commission to initiate investigations
based on referrals from the Governor,
Department of Law Enforcement, and the
state and U.S. Attorneys that already exist
for investigations based on a complaint.

Previously, the Commission could only act
on a complaint filed by a citizen.
l Senate Bill 846 (2014) applies anti–
nepotism provisions, voting conflict
standards, and post–employment lobbying
restrictions to statutorily created quasi–
governmental entities like the Florida
Clerk of Courts, Enterprise Florida, and
Citizens Property Insurance, and requires
certain special districts to set up and use
lobbyist registration systems.
l Senate Bill 1194 (2014) creates new
reporting and transparency requirements
for each Citizen Support Organization
(CSO) and Direct Support Organization
(DSO) that is created or authorized
pursuant to law or executive order. The law
requires each CSO and DSO to report
information related to its organization,
mission, and finances to the agency it was
created to support.
l Lobbyist Compensation Audits (2013)
— Gaetz implemented requirements,
passed in 2005 but never implemented,
which govern random audits and field
investigations of the quarterly compensation reports filed by lobbying firms in
accordance with Sections 11.045 and
112.3215, Florida Statutes.
l Senate Concurrent Resolution 954
(2014) created a new Joint Rule 7 of the
Joint Rules of the Florida Legislature
relating to residency of members.
l Constitution Revision Commission
Proposal 39, Amendment 12 (2018),
expands current restrictions on lobbying for
compensation by former public officers;
creates restrictions on lobbying for
compensation by serving public officers and
former justices and judges; prohibits abuse
of a public position by public officers and
employees to obtain a personal benefit.
For more information, visit
www.FLSenate.gov.

Area residents asked to stay vigilant and follow the CDC
social–distancing recommendations, wear face coverings
Brevard residents and visitors are asked to remain vigilant in following the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention recommendations on wearing cloth face coverings when
out in public, practicing six–foot social distancing, and washing and sanitizing hands
frequently because of concerns over a growing number of positive COVID–19 test results
in the county and elsewhere in the state.
A record number of new positive cases of COVID–19 were recently reported by the
Florida Department of Health. That continues a two–week upward trend that reflects
hundreds of new cases of coronavirus in Brevard County.
The number of COVID–19–related deaths has climbed to 17, with three of those
recorded in past weeks, according to FDOH.
“The numbers clearly indicate that the pandemic is still very much a concern, and
people need to stay vigilant and respond accordingly by re–committing themselves to
following CDC recommendations,” said John Scott, the interim Emergency Management
director for Brevard County. “Those include six–foot social distancing, avoiding mass
gatherings, good hand hygiene, using hand–sanitizer, staying home when you’re sick,
staying home when appropriate and wearing cloth face coverings when you go out to
protect not only yourself but also others from becoming infected.”
The emphasis of CDC recommendations is on “Time” “Space” “People” and “Places,” as
in the more time you spend and the closer in space you are to any (possibly) infected
people, the higher your risk.
Interacting with more people raises your risk, and indoor places are riskier than
outdoors. For more information on the newest CDC recommendations, visit https://
www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019–ncov/daily–life–coping/activities.html.
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national accreditation for 2020; many achievements
June 18, 2020 — The Eau Gallie
Arts District Main Street (EGAD) has
been designated as a 2020 Accredited
Main Street America program.
Accredited status is Main Street
America’s top tier of recognition and
signifies a demonstrated commitment
to comprehensive commercial district
revitalization and proven track record
of successfully applying the “Main
Street Approach.”
“We are proud to recognize this
year’s 860 Nationally Accredited Main
Street America programs that have
dedicated themselves to strengthening
their communities,” said Patrice Frey,
president and CEO of the National
Main Street Center.
“These Accredited Main Street
programs have proven to be powerful
engines for revitalization by sparking
impressive economic returns and
preserving the character of their
communities. During these challenging times, these Main Street programs
will be key to bringing economic
vitality back to commercial districts
and improving quality of life during
the recovery process.”
“Having served on the inaugural
board of directors in 2010, to now
having the privilege of serving the
community as director of the program
for six years, I am extremely proud of
our widely talented and passionate
businessowners and volunteers, and
am excited to unveil our national grant
from the National Endowment for the
Arts for public arts installation this
summer,” said Lisa Packard, executive
director of EGAD Main Street and
recipient of Florida Main Street’s
highest state award for Outstanding
State Program Supporter in 2016.
“None of our accomplishments were
attainable without the leadership of
the City of Melbourne, our Community
Redevelopment Agency (CRA), the
board of directors, businessowners and
other stakeholders in our success,
including every single person who ever
bought a ticket to an EGAD event.”
ABOUT EAU GALLIE ARTS
DISTRICT MAIN STREET
l EGAD received its Florida Main
Street designation in 2010 when the
vacancy rate on Highland Avenue in
Melbourne was around 30 percent.
EGAD has received a total private
investment of $1.3 million, between
new construction and renovations of
existing buildings. It has seen a
market demand for development to
create new space.
l The total public (city and state)
investment is more than $2 million
and includes streetscaping (bike racks,
trash cans, benches, street banners,
wayfinding signage and street banJULY 6, 2020

ners), improved curbs and sidewalks,
and highway signage, for a total of
$3.2 million in combined reinvestment
in EGAD.
l The creation of an Outdoor
Museum, where more than 30 murals
have been installed, one mosaic and
multiple sculptures, thanks to private
donations. The museum has attracted
hundreds of thousands of people
traveling from as far away as China.
l EGAD is included in Brevard
County’s top 12 places to visit and is
consistently featured in “The Best
Things to do in Brevard.”
l More than 45 new businesses
have brought in over 300 new employees.
l Wayfinding signage and new LED
street lighting (coming) are provided
by the Olde Eau Gallie CRA.
l Recipient of a Florida Humanities
grant that included EGAD in the
state–sponsored app for a walking
audio history tour. You can download
the Floridastories app on your phone.
l Volunteers have devoted over
16,000 hours on EGAD initiatives.
l Facade improvements grants
through the city.
l Rezoning efforts that effected
height restrictions.
l EGAD Main Street has been
awarded over $30,000 in federal, state
and local grants and our program has
received a dozen Florida State Main
Street awards.
l A 16 percent increase in the tax
incremental fund for the CRA — the
highest in Melbourne (2018).
ABOUT MAIN STREET AMERICA
Main Street America is a program
of the nonprofit National Main Street
Center, a subsidiary of the National
Trust for Historic Preservation and
has been leading in the advancement
of revitalizing historic commercial
districts for 40 years.
Today, it is a network of more than
1,600 neighborhoods and communities,
rural and urban, that share both a
commitment to place and to building
stronger communities through
preservation–based economic development.
Since 1980, communities participating in the program have leveraged
more than $85.43 billion in new public
and private investment, generated
672,333 net new jobs and 150,079 net
new businesses, and rehabilitated
more than 295,348 buildings.
Main Street America provides a
wealth of resource material and
sponsors an annual conference where
dozens of presentations and workshops
are conducted by both industry
professionals and main street programs to further knowledge and skills.
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Title industry remains resilient; Alliance Title offers customers closing options,
including use of digital technology; a ‘buy local’ push to uplift small businesses
By Ken Datzman
The $15 billion title insurance industry has remained
resilient, thanks to technology that has allowed safe,
digital closings as an option for consumers.
Deemed “essential businesses” by the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security, title companies were allowed to
remain open during the coronavirus pandemic.
But for many such businesses, it was a different
environment in which they operated.
Alliance Title in Melbourne, for example, was able to
quickly modify business practices and harness the use of
technology as it continued to serve the needs of customers
in new ways.
And the Alliance Title team didn’t miss a beat.
Once the virus hit locally and started spreading, one of
Alliance Title’s strategies centered on offering remote
online notarizations where documents are e–signed and
e–notarized.
“We adapted and implemented new processes including
digital closings to help customers complete their transactions,” said Liz Cassella, a partner at decades–old Alliance
Title on South Harbor City Boulevard, a locally owned,
independent business.
“We presented various closing options for our customers. We even did closings on our patio, so the customer
didn’t have to come into our building. We did drive–
through real–estate closings, too. We adapted to whichever
way the customer preferred his or her closing.”
Cassella added that remote online notary is an efficient
and secure platform for title closings.
“It’s a specific platform that identifies authorizations,”
she said. “The customer e–signs the document. But the
lenders still require that the note be ‘wet–signed,’ and we
make arrangements to do that. We either FedEx the note
to the customer or email it to them. They FedEx it back to
us. All of their documents are basically e–signed in front of
a camera. The customer has to have a webcam and a good
internet connection to do this.”
The American Land Title Association, the national
trade organization of the land title insurance industry,
recently created an important addition to its ALTA
Registry, the national database of title and settlement
agents.
The ALTA Registry now designates title company
locations that can perform remote online notarization
closings. This will help mortgage firms identify closing
companies that offer this increasingly in–demand service,
which allows homebuyers to review, sign, and notarize
documents online during mortgage closings.
“More and more closings are being conducted online.
Consumers are embracing this technology,” said Cassella.
She works alongside Mike Spragins and Steve
Spragins, brothers and partners at Alliance Title.
“We had never experienced anything like this pandemic
before, and I didn’t know how the market was going to
react,” said Mike Spragins. “Fortunately, transactions have
held steady. Interest rates are low and people have been
refinancing, which has helped the housing market.” He
added, “I am optimistic that perhaps we have weathered
the worst of it.”
In recent weeks, mortgage applications have surged.
The Mortgage Bankers Association said “purchase
applications increased to the highest level in over 11 years.
The housing market continues to experience the release of
unrealized pent–up demand from earlier this spring, as
BREVARD BUSINESS NEWS / 12
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Alliance Title in Melbourne, a locally owned small business, was able to quickly adapt cutting–edge technologies to continue to serve
customers amid the coronavirus pandemic. As a result, the company business stayed steady. From left, the Alliance Title partners are:
Mike Spragins, Liz Cassella, and Steve Spragins. They have an upbeat outlook for business prospects the second half of this year.

well as gradual improvement in consumer confidence.”
If you’re buying a home, title insurance is a policy that
protects your investment and property rights. When
property is transferred from one owner to another, there
are potential legal problems that can stay attached to the
property, said Mike Spragins.
Nationally, one–out–of–three transactions present
costly, hidden problems that title insurance professionals
identify and resolve. These can include liens or judgments
against the property, unpaid taxes, alimony and child
support, illegal deeds, and boundary or survey disputes.
“The title insurance business is detail–oriented. There
is a big difference between Lot 21 and Lot 31,” said Mike
Spragins, a Mississippi State University graduate.
There are two different types of title insurance: an

Call Adrienne Roth at 321-951-7777 for Advertising Information

owner’s policy and a lender’s policy. An owner’s policy is
the best way to protect your property rights. A lender’s
policy is usually required by the lender and only protects
the lender’s financial interests.
“For the typical real–estate contract used in Brevard
County, in 99 percent of the closings the seller pays for the
owner’s title insurance policy, which is the larger of the
premiums during the course of a closing,” said Steve
Spragins, a Wake Forest University graduate.
“So, the seller has the right to choose the title company.
He or she should shop around and get recommendations
from friends and associates and not just be led by the nose
to one company.”
Please see Alliance Title in Melbourne, page 19
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Neighbor Up Brevard’s ‘Anchor Breakfast’ to be a virtual event; DOCK team,
Evans Center staff, volunteers shine helping youth and families during pandemic
By Ken Datzman
For the first time, Neighbor Up Brevard
will be hosting its “Anchor Breakfast”
solely through the use of technology. The
14th annual fundraising event is from
9–10 a.m. on Friday, July 10.
To view the Anchor Breakfast broadcast
on that day, go to Facebook Live or
NeighborUpBrevard.org.
“We’re excited about this year’s event,
though it’s going to be a little different
format from past years because of the
coronavirus,” said Peter Mannino, president of the Neighbor Up Brevard board of
directors.
“The 14th Anchor Breakfast will be a
virtual event, something new for our
organization. We’ll talk about what our
organization does in normal times, but
more importantly, how we reacted to the
coronavirus pandemic and adapted to meet
the needs of the communities we serve.”
He added, “It’s easy for underserved
communities like the Booker T. Washington neighborhood to get left behind. When
you look at what has happened across the
nation recently, it’s important for organizations like ours to step up, adapt our
programming, and reach out to not only the
kids we serve at the DOCK, but also to
their families — residents of the Greater
Heights neighborhood. We also work at the
Evans Center. It’s been nothing short of
amazing what our staff members, volunteers, and partner organizations have
accomplished during this crisis. And the
breakfast is going to highlight some of their
incredible work.”
Mannino is vice president, resident
director, at Merrill Lynch, and market
president, Daytona/Cocoa Beach, Bank of
America. His office is at Riverview Tower
in Rockledge, though he’s been working
from home because of the coronavirus
pandemic.
Greater Heights in Melbourne is an
18–unit affordable housing complex
developed and managed by Neighbor Up
Brevard. The Dorcas Outreach Center for
Kids, or DOCK, is a safe haven and
nurturing center for neighborhood youth
after school and during the summer.
The Evans Center in Palm Bay features
a market with healthy, affordable foods.
The facility also has classrooms used for job
training, and houses wellness programs
and a Brevard Health Alliance Clinic.
The DOCK, which has been a big
success transforming the lives of young
people, provides a critical pillar of support
to families who struggle with poverty.
“Everything the DOCK did before the
coronavirus pandemic was completely
turned upside–down,” said Trevor Howard,
the DOCK director since 2015 and the
JULY 6, 2020
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Neighbor Up Brevard will host its 14th annual Anchor Breakfast at 9 a.m. on Friday, July 10. For the first time, it will be a virtual event. From left, the
team includes: Holy Trinity Episcopal Academy’s Melissa Euziere, board secretary, Neighbor Up Brevard; Lynn Brockwell–Carey, executive director,
Neighbor Up Brevard; Brandy Bean, development director, Neighbor Up Brevard; Merrill Lynch’s Peter Mannino, board president, Neighbor Up Brevard;
and Trevor Howard, director, the Dorcas Outreach Center for Kids.

speaker for the 14th Anchor Breakfast.
“We were accustomed to interacting with
the kids and families on a face–to–face
basis. But nevertheless, our team came
together with a plan which still allowed us
to be able to tutor the kids and young
people and help the families in a big way.”
“Initially, we took the time to call all of
the families that are participants in the
DOCK program and asked them if they
had internet access, access to electronic
devices, computers, and laptops so their
children could do distance learning. We did
courtesy checks every week to make sure
that the families were fine and the kids
were completing and submitting their
assignments online,” he added.
Howard said that “what we found
through the courtesy checks and talking

to the parents was alarming. About
60 percent of the families we serve at the
DOCK had lost their jobs because of the
coronavirus pandemic, or they had their
work hours reduced. Some of those families
are still trying to find jobs, or increase their
work hours.”
At Greater Heights, rent relief was
secured for those families in need, he said.
Also, every week on a Friday during
April, Neighbor Up Brevard provided “care
packages to families that we serve,” said
Howard. “More than 63 youth attend our
DOCK program, which equates to about 25
families. We were able to provide them
with hygiene products, healthy snacks, and
much more. We were able to assist with a
food pantry for the Booker T. Washington
neighborhood. We received donor funding
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and partnered with leaders in that
community and asked for suggestions of
what their community needed. We were
able to purchase fresh produce as well as
canned goods and dried goods. The families
were able to come out on a specific day and
partake in that opportunity, which turned
out to be awesome.”
But it didn’t stop there. During May,
Neighbor Up Brevard formed a partnership
with Eastminster Presbyterian Church and
Second Harvest Food Bank. Through that
partnership, food was provided every
Monday to families in the Booker T.
Washington community.
“We informed the residents of that
neighborhood — using flyers, phone calls,
Please see Neighbor Up Brevard, page 21
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Central Florida Council selects
Realtor Floyd White for top honor
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The Central Florida Council of Boy Scouts of America
has selected Suntree resident Floyd White as its 2020
Alumnus of the Year.
This past May, White completed his 62nd year as a
member of that organization.
As a youth he earned Scouting’s prestigious Eagle Scout
Award. As an adult volunteer he has served as a unit
leader at the pack and troop level in Brevard, Lake and
Volusia counties. White has also held many district
(Brevard) and council–level positions (seven counties in
Central Florida).
Locally, he has been a member of the Brevard Golden
Eagle Dinner Committee the past 20 years and the Space
Coast Scouting Golf Tournament for five years, as well as
being involved in other Scouting fundraising events.
On the Council level, he is a past chairman for the
Central Florida National Eagle Scout Association. His
current position is chairman for the NESA Adult Awards.
He is past chairman of the Central Florida Council Annual
Recognition Banquet.
Currently he serves on the council’s President’s
Cabinet. White also served as a staff member for the 1981,
2010 and 2017 National Jamboree.
His awards and honors include Order of the Arrow Vigil
Member, District Award of Merit, the Silver Beaver, Eagle
Class Honoree, and the NESA Outstanding Eagle Scout
Award.
He is a founding member of the Viera Regional
Business Alliance. White is a graduate of LEAD Brevard
and has served as vice president for the March of Dimes
Space Coast Chapter, The King Center Development
Committee, and as a director of the American Heart
Association for Brevard and Indian River counties
White is a broker–associate with Keller Williams
Realty Brevard and has been serving area families for the
past 32 years.

Pharmco Laboratories donates hand
sanitizer to Brevard first responders
Pharmco Laboratories Inc., a skin care product
manufacturer based in Titusville, donated seven pallets of
half–gallon bottles of hand–sanitizer to Brevard County’s
first responders, adding to the county’s arsenal of personal
protection equipment in the response to COVID–19.
In all, 1,000 gallons of hand sanitizer was donated by
the company, which has been in operation since 1979. The
company specializes in skin care formulas and over–the–
counter skin care products.
The donation was made by Pharmco President Robert
Cohn, Director of Operations Ben Cohn and Director of
Sales Darren Curtis to Brevard County Commissioner
Bryan Lober, Public Safety Director Matt Wallace and Fire
Rescue Chief Mark Schollmeyer at a warehouse facility
located on Technology Drive in Melbourne.
“This is good quality sanitizer,” Cohn said, adding that
it “contains aloe and doesn’t dry out your hands.”
“It’s greatly appreciated,” Lober said.
Wallace said Brevard County’s first responders burn
through supplies pretty quickly in their response efforts
during the pandemic.
There are 33 fire stations, and three shifts per day, and
“every time you go on a call you’re wiping your hands
down,” so the county goes through supplies pretty quickly,
Schollmeyer said.
“We had been talking about how can we give back to
the community and help those around us,” Curtis said
about the recent donation. Pharmco is located at 3520
South St. and distributes products all over the country.
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80 percent of users in a new survey agree they trust a review platform more if it displays fake reviews
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By Ashley Smith
asmith@informs.org
INFORMS
CATONSVILLE, Md. June 18, 2020 — Many people
are using COVID–19 quarantine to get projects done at
home, meaning plenty of online shopping for tools and
supplies. But do you buy blind?
Research shows 97 percent of consumers consult
product reviews before making a purchase. Fake
reviews are a significant threat for online review
portals and product search engines given the potential
for damage to consumer trust. Little is known about
what review portals should do with fraudulent reviews
after detecting them.
New research in the INFORMS journal “Information
Systems Research” looks at how consumers respond to
potentially fraudulent reviews and how review portals
can leverage this information to design better fraud
management policies.
“We find consumers have more trust in the information provided by review portals that display fraudulent
reviews alongside nonfraudulent reviews, as opposed to
the common practice of censoring suspected fraudulent
reviews,” said Beibei Li of Carnegie Mellon University.
“The impact of fraudulent reviews on consumers’
decision–making process increases with the uncertainty
in the initial evaluation of product quality.”
The study, “A Tangled Web: Should Online Review
Portals Display Fraudulent Reviews?” conducted by Li
alongside Michael Smith, also of Carnegie Mellon
University, and Uttara Ananthakrishnan of the
University of Washington, says consumers do not

effectively process the content of fraudulent reviews,
whether it’s positive or negative. This result makes the
case for incorporating fraudulent reviews and doing it
in the form of a score to aid consumers’ decision–
making.
Fraudulent reviews occur when businesses artificially inflate ratings of their own products or artificially
lower the ratings of a competitor’s product by generating fake reviews, either directly or through paid third
parties.
“The growing interest in online product reviews for
legitimate promotion has been accompanied by an
increase in fraudulent reviews,” continued Li. “Research shows about 15–30 percent of all online reviews
are estimated to be fraudulent by various media and
industry reports.”
Platforms don’t have a common way to handle
fraudulent reviews. Some delete fraudulent reviews
(Google), some publicly acknowledge censoring fake
reviews (Amazon), while other portals, such as Yelp, go
one step further by making the fraudulent reviews
visible to the public with a notation that it is potentially
fraudulent.
This study used large–scale data from Yelp to
conduct experiments to measure trust and found
80 percent of the users in the survey agree they trust a
review platform more if it displays fraudulent review
information because businesses are less likely to write
fraud reviews on these platforms.
Meanwhile, 85 percent of users in the survey believe
they should have a choice in viewing truthful and
fraudulent information and the platforms should leave
the choice to consumers to decide whether they use
fraudulent review information in determining the

quality of a business.
The study also finds that consumers tend to trust the
information provided by platforms more when the
platform distinguished and displayed fraudulent
reviews from nonfraudulent reviews, as compared to
the more common practice of censoring suspected
fraudulent reviews.
“Our results highlight the importance of transparency over censorship and may have implications for
public policy. Just as there are strong incentives to
fraudulently manipulate consumer beliefs pertaining to
commerce, there are also strong incentives to fraudulently manipulate individual beliefs pertaining to public
policy decisions,” concluded Li.
When this fraudulent activity information is made
available to all consumers, platforms can effectively
embed a built–in penalty for businesses that are caught
writing fake reviews. A platform may admit to users
that there is fraud on its site, but that is balanced by an
increase in trust from consumers who already suspected that some reviews may be fraudulent and now
see that something is being done to address it.
l About INFORMS and Information Systems
Research
Information Systems Research is a premier peer–
reviewed scholarly journal that covers the latest theory,
research, and intellectual developments for information
systems in institutions, organizations, the economy,
and society to advance knowledge about the effective
and efficient utilization of information technology. It is
published by INFORMS, the leading international
association for operations research and analytics
professionals. More information is available at
www.informs.org or @informs.
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Florida Tech announces details for safe resumption of classes, single student housing included in the initiative
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Adam Lowenstein
adam@fit.edu
Florida Tech News Bureau
Florida Institute of Technology
Students will be provided face coverings, public
access to campus will be limited, and employees will
undergo health screenings as part of a comprehensive
plan Florida Tech announced ahead of the resumption
of face–to–face classes on Aug. 17.
These and other recommendations in the
university’s return–to–learn plan, Florida Tech Safe,
were developed over the last several months by Florida
Tech’s Pandemic Response Committee, which worked
collaboratively across campus units to facilitate the
university’s safe and efficient return to campus–based
living and learning in the fall.
Operations across campus — from the student
experience to the work environment for faculty and
staff — were evaluated for risk, assessed for opportunities and challenges, and modified to ensure the health

and safety of all involved.
“I am pleased to report that the team has drafted a
comprehensive plan that prioritizes student, faculty
and staff health while also maintaining the flexibility
that will be required to deal with evolving circumstances,” Florida Tech President Dwayne McCay said in
a letter to the campus community announcing the plan.
Florida Tech Safe implements a one student/one–
bedroom policy for campus housing so students will
have more privacy and more personal space and will
not have to share a room, unless otherwise requested.
Additionally, all campus facilities will continue to
undergo increased safety cleanings, and Plexiglas
barriers will be installed in high–traffic areas.
In the classroom, attendance will be capped to
ensure social distancing is possible — additional
sections will be added, if necessary — and classrooms
will be equipped to allow for remote attendance should
that be needed.
The university’s traditional two–day fall break on
Oct. 12–13 will be adjusted to avoid unnecessary travel,
with classes being held on those days. Two additional

study days will be added to the end of the term before
finals.
Furthermore, in order to better preserve the health
and safety of the entire campus community, students
choosing to leave campus for the Thanksgiving holiday
will have the option of completing the remainder of the
semester, including final exams, remotely. However,
students are encouraged to stay, as appropriate.
Florida Tech Safe aligns with local orders and
ordinances of the City of Melbourne and Brevard
County, as well as the state of Florida’s phased reopening model. It also follows recommendations from the
federal government and the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
As knowledge and understanding of the COVID–19
virus continue to evolve, the university’s protocols and
plans will be updated appropriately.
“We take the health and safety of all of our students,
faculty and staff very seriously, and our plans will
remain flexible, depending on the situation this fall,”
McCay said. “Stay safe, and we look forward to seeing
you in August.”
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Certify’s Thermal Management Platform innovates touchless onboarding with custom COVID questionnaires
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Amy Smith
amy@writeideas.com
Write Ideas Inc.
WASHINGTON June 10, 2020 — As businesses
struggle to create a safe, comfortable return for employees,
customers and vendors, thermal management has become
an integral tool in providing immediate, visual, contactless
scanning.
Certify, a demonstrated health–care technology
provider since 2012, pioneered touchless registration and
face–based check–in, two hallmarks of its latest innovation.
The company recently announced a strategic addition to
its product line, SnapXT, a fully integrated Thermal
Management Platform, that is quickly finding its way into
major hospitality and retail chains, hopeful crowded sports
arenas, medical facilities, and more.
SnapXT’s thermal scanner reads body temperatures
within six feet in less than one second and customizes SMS
alerts and a variety of reporting for high temperature
notifications. The dual facial recognition cameras (IR and
RGB) incorporate a state–of–the–art NIST–compliant
facial recognition algorithm and NFC, RFID, and QR Code
reading technology.
Completely customizable and configurable, the platform
can be managed on the device or in the Certify.me cloud,
including true mobile device management. Among its
many competitive advantages, SnapXT is HiTrust,
ISO27001, HIPPA compliant and Microsoft Azure hosted.
In addition, SnapXT integrates a touchless, customized
COVID–19 questionnaire and compliance reporting that
users can complete and later update, providing the highest

level of confidence in workplace safety.
Plus, as recently reported by Baker McKenzie,
“HIPAA’s privacy rule does not apply to the collection, use,
or disclosures of individually identifiable health information made by an employing entity in the context of
worksite COVID–19 screening activities.”
Certify CEO Marc Potash, a longtime technology
innovator, said his Thermal Management Platform was a
logical addition to the company’s expansive inventory of
healthcare technology solutions, including biometric and
touchless authentication and cloud–based fully integrated
patient engagement platforms.
“We understand the landscape in customizing and
configuring breakthrough strategies for health–care
identification needs and patient management,” Potash
said, adding that SnapXT’s unique features include mask
detection and multiple patented cutting–edge technologies.
Certify recently announced a unique partnership with
Michigan–based Katech Engineering, to produce a variety
of stands and accessories for its SnapXT Thermal Management Platform. Potash said, “The demand for our desktop
model was clear from the start, but as we started to see
significantly increased interest from sports arenas,
international hotel chains, and expansive casinos, we
needed a variety of highly durable stands to increase
adaptability and use in high–traffic areas.”
This led to an economic development success story — a
unique arrangement with 40–year veteran Katech
Engineering, that had recently shut down production of its
premier engines. Katech President Steve Spurr credits the
contract with Certify with backfilling more than 20 percent
of lost revenue and reinstating many jobs in its Clinton
Township manufacturing facility.
Beyond the business boost to Katech, Spurr noted he is

sourcing 71,700 pounds of aluminum from local Michigan
material suppliers for the first phase alone.
In addition to participating in the design and manufacturing of the thermal scanners, Katech has incorporated
the technology into its own workspace, noting increased
convenience and confidence. After taking employees’
temperatures himself, Spurr wanted to take human error
out of the equation and saw a perfect solution by installing
SnapXT. “It shows we’re willing to invest in workplace
safety. It’s reliable, simple, and a visual reminder of how
much we care about our team,” Spurr explained.
Technavio, a leading international research giant,
predicts robust growth — $1.85 billion — in the global
thermal scanner market (Market Research — Global
Thermal Scanner Market 2020–2024).
“The increasing prevalence of communicable diseases
such as COVID–19 is expected to fuel the demand for
thermal scanners,” according to Technavio. Confirming the
potential, Research and Markets, an internationally
recognized source, found “an increased demand for fixed–
mounted thermal scanners at airports and at other
crowded areas such as train stations, factories, and
commercial buildings, which is further boosting the growth
of the segment across the globe.” (Global Thermal Scanners Market report).
l About Certify
The company has customized and patented a variety of
solutions for some of the nation’s largest hospital systems.
Staffing more than 100 programmers worldwide, Certify
has more than 30,000 deployments and tens of millions of
end users and patients on its signature platform.
For more information on its latest innovations in
Thermal Management Solutions, visit certify.me or
certifyhealth.com.
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Public Service Commissioner Brown named to task force on Emergency Preparedness, Recovery and Resiliency
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Janeil Jackson
jajackso@psc.state.fl.us
Florida Public Service Commission
TALLAHASSEE — Florida Public Service Commissioner Julie Brown has been appointed to the National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
(NARUC) Presidential Task Force on Emergency
Preparedness, Recovery and Resiliency.
NARUC represents state public service commissioners who regulate essential utility services, such as
electricity, telecommunications, gas, water, and
transportation.
NARUC President Brandon Presley convened the
task force of proven leaders in response to recent
extreme weather events, natural disasters and the
national emergency from the COVID–19 pandemic.
These events have heightened the nation’s awareness of
the need for access to energy and the importance of
ensuring the continued delivery of essential energy
services.

“I’m extremely grateful for the opportunity to help
lead NARUC’s efforts in responding to existing and
emerging issues and opportunities associated with
emergency preparedness, recovery and resiliency,” said
Brown. “I look forward to addressing how we manage
our response to COVID–19 and what tools we can
develop to use in our response to future emergencies
affecting utilities and their customers.”
An active member of NARUC, Brown serves on
NARUC’s Board, Committee on Gas, Subcommittee on
Nuclear Issues–Waste Disposal, and its Presidential
Natural Gas Access and Expansion Task Force to help
expand natural gas service in neglected and rural
areas. She also serves on the NARUC–U.S. Department
of Energy Natural Gas Infrastructure Modernization
Partnership, facilitating investments in natural gas
infrastructure modernization and repairs to natural gas
distribution pipeline networks.
Since October 2018, Brown has served as chairwoman of the Gas Technology Institute’s Public
Interest Advisory Committee after previously serving
as its vice chairwoman.

Brown was reappointed to the PSC for a third term
beginning Jan. 2, 2019. She served as commission
chairwoman from January 2016 to January 2018.
During her chairmanship, the state of Florida experienced massive hurricane impacts for the first time in
more than a decade. To help minimize future storm
impacts, Brown led the commission’s review and
recommendations of Florida’s electric utility storm–
hardening actions for years to come.
Before becoming a commissioner, she was associate
legal counsel of First American Corp., a Fortune 500
company, where she handled a variety of legal issues in
the Eastern, Midwest and Mid–Atlantic Regions,
including corporate compliance with regulatory
authorities. She also worked as a corporate attorney at
Shumaker, Loop and Kendrick LLP in Tampa, specializing in mergers and acquisitions and securities law.
She earned her bachelor’s degree from the University of
Florida and her juris doctorate from the University of
Florida Levin College of Law.
For additional informationon the Florida Public
Service Commission, visit www.floridapsc.com.
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Alliance Title in Melbourne
Continued from page 12
“Let’s stay local and support area businesses,” added
Cassella. “I believe it’s important, now more than ever,
that consumers support locally owned businesses.”
The coronavirus pandemic has created a nightmare for
America’s small, locally owned businesses, which are the
backbone of the nation’s economy. Local businesses are
among the enterprises hardest hit by the pandemic.
Without robust digital marketing budgets, they are at a
disadvantage to their national counterparts.
“Do everything you can to support local businesses —
local restaurants, local retailers, local banks, local title
companies, local service providers,” said Steve Spragins.
“Buy local and support small–business owners, the
people who live in your neighborhood and know your
name. They really appreciate it.”
One of those local firms, Florida Business Bank in
Melbourne, played a role in helping Alliance Title during
the pandemic.
“Bill Norris (president and CEO) and Bruce Reeder
(executive vice president/senior lender) of Florida Business
Bank helped us navigate some of the government programs that were available to assist small businesses
during the pandemic,” said Mike Spragins. “They jumped
right in and moved at a torrid pace.”
“They were terrific,” added Cassella. “This was a great
example of one local business helping another local
business. We love Florida Business Bank.”
Buying a home, especially the first, is an exciting time.
However, wire–transfer scams involving real–estate
transactions have been increasing, especially during the
pandemic.
According to the FBI, the number of cybersecurity
complaints to its Internet Crime Complaint Center has

spiked from 1,000 daily before the pandemic to as many as
4,000 incidents per day over the past four months.
In 2019, people lost $3.5 billion through “business email
compromise scams.” Specific to the real–estate industry,
consumers lost $221 million because of wire–transfer
fraud. This is up from $150 million in losses in 2018.
“At real–estate closings, homebuyers need to wire their
funds,” said Cassella. “We get questions from customers all
the time, such as: Why can’t I bring a personal check or a
cashier’s check?
It has to be a wire transfer and there is a lot of wire
fraud. No wiring instruction should EVER be emailed that
is not being emailed securely. Call the title company and
verify the wiring instruction. Google the title’s company’s
number. Don’t call the title company from the email that
was sent to you. You would be surprised how often this
happens.”
She said also look for common red flags that are
associated with any compromised email, such as misspellings, poor grammar, a sense of urgency, and emails sent
outside of normal business hours.
Here’s how the scam works: A fraudster hacks into a
title company or lender’s email server or computer system
to search for upcoming real–estate closings. The fraudster
then emails the buyer or financial institution with bogus
wire–transfer instructions related to a particular real–
estate closing.
The buyer or financial institution then follows the
bogus instructions to generate the wire transfer request.
The American Land Title Association, which represents
more than 6,400 title insurance companies, title researchers and title attorneys, created the “Coalition to Stop Real
Estate Wire Fraud” to raise awareness and educate

consumers about the matter.
Also, in June, U.S. Rep. Brad Sherman (D–Calif.)
drafted the Internet Fraud Prevention Act, which would
require the Federal Reserve, Federal Trade Commission,
and the FBI to study and report on business email
compromise scams and provide Congress with suggestions
for potential solutions.
Title companies closed out 2019 on a strong note. Title
insurance premium volume was up 6.5 percent over the
previous year, according to the American Land Title
Association. From largest to smallest, the top five states in
2019 were: Texas, up 3.4 percent; California, up 9.5
percent; Florida, up 7.1 percent; New York, up 4.1 percent;
and Pennsylvania, up 8.1 percent.
“We finished the year with some high–dollar loan
closings for the construction of multifamily complexes in
Sebastian, in Palm Beach, and in Miami,” said Cassella.
“These are nonprofit projects for Department of Housing
and Urban Development. I traveled to these places. It was
interesting, and different from residential real–estate
closings.”
No one is sure how long the coronavirus will last, but
members of the Alliance Title team are looking ahead to
the second half of the year as technology solutions are in
place to help customers.
“I am cautiously optimistic about business prospects for
the next six months,” said Steve Spragins. “If residents
continue to social distance, take precautions and follow
CDC guidelines, I’m confident the real–estate market itself
will be healthy. But we can’t let our guard down and
presume that everything is going to be great just because
businesses are reopening. I’m optimistic the market will be
as good as, or even better than what it is right now.”
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Global Black Women’s Chamber of Commerce announces campaign to uplift black women businessowners
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

WASHINGTON, D.C. — June 19, 2020 — The newly
inaugurated and widely celebrated Global Black Women’s
Chamber of Commerce, (GBWCC) headed by a third–
generation black woman businessowner and former
Obama Administration Ambassador Suzan Johnson–
Cook, has announced a campaign to enlist founding
members of its worldwide network for linking experienced
and aspiring black businesswomen.
The GBWCC is the first Chamber to focus solely on
black women businessowners around the world who own
51 percent or more equity in their businesses.
“This is a unique time in our headquarters country of
the United States, as well as around the world for black
women businessowners who are the fastest–growing sector
of businessowners in the United States,” said Johnson–
Cook. “We are excited about the new bonds that are
forming with black women owning businesses globally.
This is the time to highlight black women businessowners,
especially those excelling or who wish to excel in the
business world.
She added, “Black women businessowners represent
one of the most creative, dynamic, resourceful and resilient

forces in the global economy, and the new Chamber will
harness that power for good. We are the new voice and
choice for Black women all over the diaspora, who wish to
connect, collaborate, do business trade and form partnerships.” One new member indicated, “It’s great to have
women at my level, and others who can help take me
where I have not gone.”
Founding membership is open to black women
businessowners, and those who desire to help black women
excel with entrepreneurship.
The organization’s first partnership is with Brenda
Campbell, a 29–year veteran businessowner, of the
USSSMC and the Enhancement Foundation, who will
help with grant writing and preparing for high–level
government contracts.
Efforts are under way to develop 25–plus new black
women–owned businesses in the hardest hit COVID cities,
to form and own their own businesses.
Other events will include quarterly webinars to sustain,
scale and do virtual trade, and the formation of business
think–tanks. Monthly highlights of member and partner
businesses will be on the organization’s newly developed

website and social media.
“From Madame C.J. Walker to Ambassador Sujay, we
are ready to take business to the next level and focus on
intergenerational wealth,” said Johnson–Cook. “Yes, black
women–owned businesses matter, and we’re open for
business. We’re excited to own, manage our businesses,
increase access to capital and understanding of where the
resources are that can help equip and empower us. We are
ready to work with corporate executives, entrepreneurs,
and others who are ready to help with closing the wealth
gap. Women are encouraged to join now before the special
Founder’s Level closes.”
Johnson–Cook continued, “Becoming a Founding
Member of the Global Black Women’s Chamber of
Commerce will be a distinguished status these pioneers
will carry for the rest of their lives and will become a legacy
for their progeny. This is rare opportunity no one will want
to pass up.”
Visit www.GlobalBlackWomenCC.org to join the
GBWCC.
For partnership and or sponsorship information,
contact CEO@GBWCC.org.
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Neighbor Up Brevard
Continued from page 13
and emails — that food and produce would
be available for them,” said Howard, who
earned his bachelor’s degree in business
administration from Northwood University, a private school in Michigan.
The DOCK will be opening up for its
summer camp program, but only at 50 percent capacity, which is about 30 youngsters.
“A lot of families have been asking
about summer camp. We went through
protocols and will be following guidelines
established by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention. But it’s bittersweet because we’re only able to accommodate 30 kids. We’ll be reaching out to the
other kids, checking on them and making
sure their families are okay,” said Howard.
More details of Neighbor Up Brevard’s
extraordinary work during the pandemic
will be highlighted at the Anchor Breakfast.
Brandy Bean said the Anchor Breakfast
is an important event for Neighbor Up
Brevard, a nonprofit. “Our events throughout the year comprise about one–third of
our revenue,” said Bean, Neighbor Up
Brevard’s development director. To support
Neighbor Up Brevard with a sponsorship
or donation, visit NeighborUpBrevard.org/
anchor. Your gifts, up to $10,000, will be
doubled by an “anonymous” donor through
July 10, she said.
As of June 24, the Anchor Breakfast
sponsors include:
l MVP – $5,000: Baldwin & Associates;
Gene and Becky Cavallucci; and Dudley
Garner.
l COACH – $2,500: Community Credit
Union; Ron and Li Klein; L3Harris; M.H.
Williams Construction Group; Peter and
Jenna Mannino; Alan and Katie
Prestwood; Joan and Scott Sorensen; and
the Rev. Joy Willard–Williford and Mark

Williford.
l TEAM CAPTAIN – $1,000: Corporate
Property Group; “Florida Today;”
Georgianna United Methodist Church;
Mary McIntyre; Greg Pollock; Prestige
Title; Mariel and Jeff Simon; and Julio and
Susan Vallette.
l CHEERLEADER – $500: Dreyer &
Associates Real Estate Group; Florida
Community Loan Fund; Florida Power &
Light Co.; Gatto’s Tires & Auto Service;
Harbour Petro; Holy Name of Jesus
Catholic Community; Hospice of St.
Francis; Mike Erdman Automotive; Betty
and Russell Minton; Nance Cacciatore;
River Tree Builders; Eric and Karen Ruoff;
Jack and Sherry Ryals; SBS Precision
Sheet Metal; Shein & Wente LLC,
Certified Public Accountants; Booker
Schmidt; Anthony and Melinda Thomas;
Barbara Wall; and John Willison.
Bean added she is “hopeful that on July
10 some of our ambassadors, board
members, and friends of our organization
will be hosting small viewing parties in
their homes or in their offices. That will
happen simultaneously with the broadcast,
starting at 9 a.m. To recreate the energy
we have had at our Anchor Breakfasts,
we’ll have Trevor Howard speaking. He’s a
dynamic speaker.”
Melissa Euziere, Neighbor Up Brevard’s
board secretary, will be one of those people
hosting a small gathering for the Anchor
Breakfast.
“I believe we are finding ways to adapt
and this is an example,” said Euziere, the
college advisor and student services
coordinator at Holy Trinity Episcopal
Academy in Melbourne. “I’m going to be
out of town on the day of the Anchor
Breakfast, but didn’t want to miss this
event. So, I’m getting some of my friends
together and will be doing a virtual watch
party. I’m going to host it.”

SMILE, YOU’RE ON STAYCATION.
Looking to unwind? Dine? Support local?
An exciting staycation awaits you on Florida’s Space Coast.
Find places to stay, fun things to do and more with our
easy-to-use staycation planner.

Come be a part of it at
SpaceCoastStaycation.com
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She added, “We’ll gather and have some
fellowship. There will be an overall
introduction, some history of Neighbor Up
Brevard, and then we’ll share the screen to
watch the event. After the event, we’ll
answer questions. I am excited about it.”
At the Evans Center, a 6,000–square–
foot economic development project that
opened one year ago, teamwork and
community collaboration was key during
the early months of the pandemic. The
Evans Center staff and volunteers
distributed thousands of warm meals to
area residents in April and May.
Additionally, more than 50 elderly
“shut–ins” received a weekly delivery of
free groceries. LeAngela Aitken is the
Evans Center director and Art Derico is the
Evans Center community market manager.
“When the coronavirus started spreading in Brevard, LeAngela and Art decided
to close the Evans Center to safeguard
people’s health,” said Lynn Brockwell–
Carey, executive director of Neighbor Up
Brevard. “During the stay–at–home order
issued by the state, which was about six
weeks, the Evans Center served more than
8,200 meals as part of a Food–to–Go
initiative. Five evenings a week, people
could drive up, pop their trunk, and take
home warm meals. Initially, it was going to
be for kids and seniors, but people of all
ages started coming and the Evans Center
kept providing meals, serving residents of
Palm Bay and residents of Melbourne.”
She added, “I was impressed with the
unique collaboration among nonprofits and
businesses. Immediately, United Way of
Brevard, the Community Foundation for
Brevard, and Space Coast Health Foundation swung into action. With our Food–to–
Go program, our cooks collaborated with
the cooks at Daily Bread. We could not
have done it in the Evans Center space

because more than 300 meals were
prepared every night. Much of the food was
prepared at Daily Bread and delivered to
the Evans Center.”
The partners involved included the
South Brevard Sharing Center, Mount
Moriah Baptist Church, and the Kentucky
Fried Chicken store at Lake Washington.
“Bank of America was huge in this effort as
well as Wells Fargo. We couldn’t have done
this without the extra funding provided
from the government’s COVID–19 relief
program,” said Brockwell–Carey. The
Evans Center has reopened.
She says Neighbor Up Brevard is “a
unique organization because we have the
ability to bring together volunteers and
leaders of all races — from business, from
ministry, from politics — on a regular
basis with the aspiration of creating what
Dr. Martin Luther King called a ‘beloved
community,’ where there is justice and
opportunity for everyone. That is something that is being talked about right now
around the nation. I believe community
development and economic development
are critical ways to address systematic
change.”
In a 1957 speech, “Birth of a New
Nation,” Dr. King said, “The aftermath of
nonviolence is the creation of the beloved
community. The aftermath of nonviolence
is redemption. The aftermath of nonviolence is reconciliation. The aftermath of
violence is emptiness and bitterness.”
Speaking on behalf of the board,
Mannino thanked the Neighbor Up
Brevard and Evans Center staffs.
“The staffs were able to adapt quickly,
working with volunteers and other
organizations. To be able to accomplish
what Neighbor Up Brevard and the Evans
Center did during the pandemic, doesn’t
happen without a clear focus, hard work,
and a diligence to serve.”
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14th Annual Anchor Breakfast
is coming to you live on Friday, July 10
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When
COVID-19 changed all
oof our plans, the Neighbor Up
Brevard team worked fast to
revise our 2020 game plan!
• DOCK staff pivoted to not only
meet education needs of youth
in the Booker T. Washington
neighborhood, but also to
meet the nutritional needs of
families throughout Eau Gallie.
• At the Evans Center, staff and volunteers distributed over 8,200
warm meals in April-May.Neighbor
Additionally, overUp
50 elderly shut-ins
received a weekly delivery of free groceries.
• At Greater Heights, rent relief was secured for those in need.
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Certified General Contractors Inc.
Continued from page 1
“It’s imperative that industries and businesses adapt to
and leverage technology as a way to address workforce
challenges,” said Broadway.
Contractors consider key project performance indicators
like schedules, budgets, and safety measures to be some of
the top benefits of investing in technologies, as the
commercial construction industry gears up for future
growth.
According to the UCF Institute for Economic Forecasting, from 2020 to 2023 professional and business services
are expected to be the fastest–growing sector in Brevard
County, averaging 4.6 percent annual growth.
Construction will see the second–highest average
annual growth rate of 4.3 percent.
Right now, Broadway said his company’s clients “are
not pulling back. In fact, some of our customers are
doubling down on their projects and investments.”
A lot of businesses, investors, and other parties are
taking a stake in Florida.
There are currently more than 400 commercial
construction projects up for bid in the Sunshine State,
according to the “Dodge Lead Center” website, a top
industry source. Combining both the commercial and
residential building markets, there are 3,000 jobs for bid in
Florida on that website.
The commercial projects range from $100,000 to more
than $10 million, and include a Publix GreenWise
Supermarket, a Walmart Supercenter, a Courtyard by
Marriott and a Residence Inn by Marriott, a Ross Dress for
Less store, a 7 Eleven, a Circle K, an office building
interior renovation, an elementary school addition, and a
new cultural community center.
“We have three hotels that we’ll be building,” said
Broadway. “These are new construction projects. They are
not all in Brevard. And we’re also seeing some new
restaurants go up, which is good news. Florida’s population
is growing. There’s opportunity now for our firm and there
will be in the years ahead, we believe.”
At the highest estimate, Florida’s population is
projected to increase to nearly 26 million people by 2030,
up from 21.6 million today, according the Florida Chamber
of Commerce Foundation, based on data from the University of Florida’s Bureau of Economic and Business
Research.
Florida can expect that two–thirds of the population
growth will occur in just 15 of the state’s 67 counties, with
Brevard being one of the 15.
The 10 largest populations by county in 2030, according
to the forecast, will be: Miami–Dade, Broward, Hillsborough, Orange, Palm Beach, Duval, Pinellas, Lee, Polk and
Brevard.
In a recent summary from the Demographic Estimating
Conference, Florida’s population is expected to grow by an
average of 330,605 residents per year, between April 1,
2018, and April 2, 2024. “The roughly 900 new Florida
residents each day is the equivalent of adding a city the
size of Orlando each year.”
While the growth could potentially create greater
demand for water availability and increased need for
schools and other public facilities, there will be new
opportunities in the real–estate market, expansion of
businesses, and increased capital investment.
“As Florida continues to grow, so will the construction
market — particularly the industrial and manufacturing
sectors. The industrial sector will likely be driven by
e–commerce growth. There will be greater need for
distribution and warehouse space. That’s what our sources
are predicting,” said Broadway.
New development in the industrial sector across
America increased from 18.5 percent in April to
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25.5 percent in May, reports the National Association of
Industrial and Office Properties.
The industrial segment remains the most popular
investment area. In 2019, for instance, 18.7 percent of all
transactions in the U.S. were industrial, representing a
major jump from the 9.8 percent figure in 2014, says the
Certified Commercial Investment Institute.
Another big boost for contractors could come from
President Trump’s next stimulus package.
The Trump administration is preparing a big infrastructure plan. It would help uplift the economy with a
particular focus on roads, bridges, and 5G wireless
infrastructure. During the 2016 campaign, then–candidate
Trump called for infrastructure investment.
A proposed House measure, known as “The Moving
Forward Act,” seeks to invest $1.5 trillion in infrastructure.
“These investments will create needed new construction
careers, promote demand for new construction equipment
and materials, and ensure that the economy will be more
efficient and effective for years to come,” according to
House leaders.
In addition to investing in transportation systems,
waterways, energy, and drinking water, the measures
provide funding for modernizing schools, health–care
facilities, new housing, and environmental mitigation.
These broad investments will support demand across
many different construction sectors.
States like Florida are lagging behind on infrastructure
upgrades. Every four years, the Florida Section of the
American Society of Civil Engineers compiles and releases
a “Report for Florida’s Infrastructure.” The report grades
11 categories of the state’s infrastructure. Florida received
an overall grade–point average of “C” on its last scoring.
The 2016 “Report Card for Florida’s Infrastructure finds
that much of the state’s infrastructure needs investment
and upgrades to keep up with the growing population.
Of note: As a top destination, “more than 50 percent of
Florida’s commercial airports will experience demand
levels that will surpass their operational capacity over the
next 15 years.”
About 15 percent of Florida’s bridges are at least 50
years old, the report says.
Florida’s average daily freshwater demand, including
drinking water, is projected to increase by about 20
percent, to 7.7. billion gallons per day by 2030.
Yet another positive sign for the commercial building
industry is the growing number of new home purchases in
communities. When homes go up in neighborhoods,
commercial services generally follow. Strip centers, doctor
offices, and restaurants, for example, are constructed to
serve the population base.
The Mortgage Bankers Association’s “Builder Application Survey” for May 2020 showed mortgage applications
for new home purchases increased nearly 11 percent
compared to a year ago. Compared to April 2020, applications increased by 26 percent.
“Homebuyer traffic is rising and homebuilders are
continuing to ramp up coronavirus pandemic–related
restrictions. We expect to see near–term strength in the
coming months from the resumption of delayed sales
activity caused by the social distancing and stay–at–home
orders during March and April.”
In addition to full construction projects from the ground
up, Certified General Contractors is doing a “lot of façade
renovations and repurposing work,” said Broadway.
With the changing needs in the office market because of
social–distancing and other safety–precaution guidelines,
he said his company is positioned to tap the office–
renovation strategy market created by the coronavirus.
Offices and buildings will be undergoing changes as
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they reopen to employees and to the public.
“We’ve talked to several architects who are working on
new space plans and furniture layouts for businesses. That
could be a new market for us. Companies are going to be
making space adjustments to better accommodate their
employees in a safe environment,” said Broadway.
In the future, according to experts, traffic flows in office
spaces will be designed to go in one direction to reduce
“pinch points” — those crossover points where people may
collide.
The American Institute of Architects has released
guidelines for reopening that enforce everything from
social–distancing to changes in airflow within buildings.
The office of the future perhaps will contain fewer
desks, with empty spaces between them, perforated by
high Plexiglas walls.
General contractors like Broadway and Runte’s
company are deemed “essential businesses” by the state of
Florida. Their team members have been working at job
sites without interruption.
When Gov. Ron DeSantis issued stay–at–home orders,
people in the construction trades were given the go–ahead
to continue working.
“I had a team meeting when the first coronavirus cases
were being reported in the county,” said Broadway. “I told
the team members that our projects will continue forward.
We were fortunate. I personally believe, and I’m not
political, that Gov. DeSantis did a great job balancing
everything and then reopening the state’s economy in
phases. If he hadn’t done that, our economy would have
been devastated.”
Broadway added, “If we go home and leave the job sites,
that means 650 suppliers, vendors and subcontractors are
going home, too. The economic impact of the commercial
construction industry — all the people working at job sites
around the nation — is huge. They would have all been
adversely affected, as well as our clients. So we were able
to power through this and we were actually able to pick up
the pace of construction during that period.”
The impact of new development and of the ongoing
operations of existing commercial real estate building in
the United States — office, industrial, warehouse, and
retail — has grown to support 9.2 million American jobs
and contribute $1.1 trillion to the nation’s gross domestic
product in 2019. That was an increase from 8.3 million jobs
and a contribution of $1 trillion to GDP in 2018.
The findings are presented in the annual study,
“Economic Impacts of Commercial Real Estate, 2020 U.S.
Edition,” released by the National Association of Industrial
and Office Properties Research Foundation.
The study measures the contributions to GDP, salaries,
and wages generated, and jobs created and supported from
the development and operations of commercial real estate.
Based on the existing stock of commercial buildings —
totaling 49.6 billion square feet at the end of the third
quarter of 2019 — direct spending on building operations
totaled an estimated $173 billion and contributed
$464 billion to GDP.
Florida was among the top 10 states in 2019 for “direct
construction spending” ($11.7 billion). The Sunshine State,
at No. 6 in the ranking, created and supported 227,512
jobs.
Broadway said he expects the commercial building
sector in Brevard to continue making advances.
“We’re seeing a lot of out–of–area investors looking at
Brevard County. It’s been going on for some time. There’s
big construction money at work in the county right now
and I expect more to come. We have a number of clients
who are bullish on Brevard, as well as other markets in
the state,” said Broadway.
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